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Note by the Secretariat 

I. RECENT TREND!'. 

1.      There is no longer any substantial controversy about the importance of 

industri alization as the main long-run path of economic growth for the developing 

countries.    The difficulties of industrialization, however,   are commensurate 

with its importance.    The growth of the industrial cector in most developing 

countries sine* the end of World War II has,   it in true, been substantial in 

relative terms; thus of a wide group of developing countries for which reasonably 

reliable info*nation is available,!' nearly four-fiftho enjoyed a cumulative 

annual rate of growth of manufacturing output of 5 per cent or more during the 

period 1953-63; and in one-sixth of this sample,  the rate was  in the neighbourhood 

of 10 per cent.    Moreover,   in all these cr.untrior the rite of  increase in 

manufacturing output either matched or exceeded that uf total output ae given by 

gross domestic product. 

2.      It must be acknowledged, however,  that these high relative growth rates mainly 

reflect email absolute increments on an initial  low level.    This point is 

dramatized by the experience of the country with thç hiphest  rate of growth of 

manufacturing output  - namely the Republic  of Koren.    Höre P  phenomenal rate of 

1/   Twenty-seven countries representative nainlv 
South-East Asia:     see Table 1. 
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expansion of rranufacturing activity averaging nearly 19 per cent per annum was 

responsible fcr an annual increase of only I.5 per cent in total output. This 

experience, characteristic of most developing countries,-' only emphasizes the 

relative scale of the industrialization effort required of them to achieve 

aiiything like a significant impact on total output. The developed countries 

in contrast have a far easier task; in recent years it required in many cases 

only a 3 per cent increase in manufacturing output to achieve a 1 per cent 

increase in total output. The reason for this is, of course, that the size of 

the industrial aector in developed countries is already large in relation to 

the output of the economy as a whole, so that any increase in industrial 

production has a substantial impact on total output. 

3.  One important implication of the contrast just noted is that if industry 

were to expand at the same pace in the developing and developed countries, and if 

their rates of population growth were identical, the gap in per capita levels 

of inccme between them woulò widen. Moreover, if, as expected, population were 

to grow faster in the developing countries, this gap in inccme levels would widen 

even more rapidly. The trend of recent years has been disturbing in this 

respect.  While per capita inccme in the developed market econcmies valued in 

i960 prices increased fron $l,o6o to $1,^+10, or at an annual rate cf 2.7.per cent, 

between 1950 and 196c,  it grew at only 2.2 per cent per annum in the developing 

countries or frcm $105 to $1J0. That the per capita inccme gap has not beccme 

wider is due to an essentially fortuitous circumstance, namely that the rate 

of growth of inccme in the developed market economies has lagged slightly behind 

that of the developing countries. This is the result of a variety of checkt; to 

nmwth encountered by the developed market econcmies of a more or less short-term 

«id remediable nature, rather than of any massive effort of the developing 

countries. The developed countries have in many cases come up against 

obstacle? to expansion either of a physical nature or connected with the 

functioning of the international monetary system. As solutions to these problems 

are worked out and a moro dynamic pane of industrial advance is resumed in the 

developed countries, Interistional action will need to be addressed even acre 

urgently to the task of closing the gap. 

cj      In three quarters of the countries analysed the percentage increase in 
output attributable to nanufaeturin« was less than 1 per cent. Cee Table 2. 
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h.      There  is another important disparity between the experience of the 

developing and developed countries.    According to evidence available for certain 

arces,  the rate of increase in employment in manufacturing in developing 

countries  -   some 5 per cent per annum in recent years -  is only sufficient to 

at sorb lesi; than 20 per cent of the increase in their economically active 

population.^'     ï&r contrast, the same rate of expansion in manufacturing 

employment vould absorb nearly the whole of the increase in the economically 

active population of most developed countries.    This contrast, of course, 

again reflects the relatively greater importance of the industrial sector in 

the economies of the developed countries.    But it also underlines the magnitude 

of the industrialization effort demanded of the developing countries.    Most of 

them have insufficient arable land at their disposal to permit the productive 

absorption of all available labour in the agricultural sector.    This task of 

absorption must therefore be undertaken by industry which cannot be said to be 

performing its task satisfactorily when it provides employment to only a fifth 

or less of the addition to the economically active population.    The remaining 

four fifths when not visibly unemployed, must tend to swell the ranks of the 

underemployed Loth in the agricultural and services sectors. 

National and International Action 

5.      The obstacles to industrial development in the developing countries are of 

two lands.     They may be divided into those that must be  overcome mainly by 

the efforts, at. the national level, of the developing countries themselves, and 

those which can be removed only by the concerted action of the world community 

at large.     These two sets of problems are, of couree,  interrelated.    No 

international action can be a substitute for those measures that have to be 

taken by each country for itself, in its particular envirorai  nt; thus a lack 

of internal planning may, for example, be reflected in an apparent scarcity of 

industrial projects that might qualify for international financing, or in a 

relatively  small scale of requests for technical assistance for the promotion 

> ;'  in«!  stry.    Equally, efforts by individual countries, particularly if they 

/      It   tor. been estimated,  for example, that in the countries of Latin America, 
~        takt-n as a croup,  the manufacturing sector has absorbed about ]6 per cent 

nf the increment of the economically active population during the period 
l-'V.-'O.    Cee, United Nations, The Economic   Development of Latin America 
in   the Post-War Period   (l Jale s No.: 6k.Il,G.C). 
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aro anali, »ay readily be frustrated through the failure of the international 

community to remove the bottlenecks arising out of the existing pattern of 

international interrelationships.    The international community is .ertainly 

ahi- to help the progress of industry in the developing countries through 

concerted trade and aid policies.    It is nevertheless analytically convenient 

to organize the discussion of the scope for national action separately from that 

of international action.    Accordingly, Part IJ of this paper will be concerned 

with the former, and Part III with the latter. 

O 
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II.    NATIONAL ACTION 

A.      The Need for Programming 

6. There is a broad measure of agreement that industrial programming is an 

essential element in mobilizing resources for industrial development.    Recent years 

have seen some narrowing in the differences between countries in the extent of 

their government programming both for the economy as a whole, and for the industrial 

sector in particular.      The controversy is no longer one between the advocates of 

administrative and centralized planning and those who would place primary reliance 

on the operation of the market mechanism.    A considerable area of common ground has 

emerged.    It has, on the one hand, been increasingly accepted that making the best 

use of available resources may call for a purposeful co-ordination of efforts and 

reconciliation of objectives, even within an economic system based mainly or 

entirely on private enterprise.    In particular, it has been recognized that even 

the transmission of external assistance presupposes the existence of a national 

economic plan with an ordered set of priorities. 

7. The importance of planning in under-industrialized economies derives from the 

fact that action taken in a particular field may, when the industrial structure is 

still rudimentary, have important effects on the whole.    Furthermore, the 

possibilities for development in any one area may not only be invisible within 

a horizon of individual action but may, even when known, depend on simultaneous 

development in other areas,  so that only a concerted programme, planned and 

reasonably assured of implementation as a whole,  can promote entrepreneurial 

activities in any particular field.    Moreover, in conditions of economic under- 

development, the material resourcea, such as capital, and the data and methods 

both of a coiTimercial and technical nature which are accessible to private 

individuals, are necessarily limited.    This makes some measure of centrally 

co-ordinated action, and some determination of priorities by a central authority, 

almost inevitable. 

8. On the other hand, those who once favoured the utmost centralization of 

economic decision-making have now come to accept the need for decentralization in 

a complex process such as economic growth, and have even veered towards tae 

reliance, within certain limits, upon regulatory mechanisms closely akin to market 

/... 
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j does not undergo profound changes,  the types of goods produced by the 

j traditional industries nay be sufficient to supply not only the existing 

demand but also a substantial increase if sufficient productivity gains can 

be obtained.    If this can be done with relatively little investment of capital 

1^ it becomes a rational course to follow,  for the developing countries can devote 

\ the limited resources in capital and high-level skills primarily  to those 

j industries where traditional methods of production cannot be a substitute for 

really modern industrial techniques. 

16. A further consideration is that the neglect of traditional industry in 

an over-all industrial programme may aggravate the problem of unemployment that 

a developing economy has to face.    The creation of superior and competitive 

mooern industry often tends to destroy traditional industries and the rural 

eomsunities dependent on them, thus accelerating the drift tc the towns and 

compounding the problems of urban industrialization.    The long-run solution 

is,  of course, an adequate expansion of the capacity of modern industries. 

it may nevertheless be necessary in a transitional period to provide for 

sufficient Improvement in traditional industries to enable them to continue 

functioning until such time as the change-over to modern industry can be achieved 

with a minimum of dislocation. 

17. At the same time, the modernization of traditional industries and the 

raising of their productive efficiency must not be confused with long-run 

industrial developHient proper.    It would be erroneous to suppose that the more 

dynamic modern industries are likely, as a general rule, to grow out of improved 

traditional industries.    In most cases the transition to modern industry involves 

not only quantitative growth but also qualitative change.    It is a well-known 

fact that the n»jor pi   idem of developing economies is industrial diversification, 

not merely quantitativ   increases.    Moreover, modern industry requires new types 

of installation and equipment, ag well as ready accesa to a variety of supplies 

and  services.    It should ¡.et be forgotten thut an economic  structure,  once 

developeu,  has a tendency to perpetuate  itself and  this iwy  impede any  subsequent 

changée  that may be  recui,-   i in moving to a higher level of  indut;tr 1 » 1 

levelopnwnt.    Undue emphatic on the traditional  sector might  theref..re delay 

many of those thoroughgoin,     hanges which are a necessary «•onditi.m for achievin. 

self-sustained economic grout    in the long run. 
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16.    »hove ail it -t be realised that only those traditional ^    ^ 

ircducc . surplus over a», above what accrues to the workers engaged i. the« 

any contrition to over-all economic growth.    There has sometimes been a 

en y    c  treat „«. Kinds of cottage industry as a necessary form or .ooial 

without „repars for the transition to .ore viable forms of promue    o 

Ttot    ay he a case for exploring the potentialities of technologies 

lode existing unprofitable teches of traditional industry, an        at 

lMu,thina rural environment.    Advantage might toe taken ox 
cruld be accommodated w.tnin a rumi ^u** 
: experience of villa., based industry in such countries as India and .apan. 

However    it is important to note that even in these countries, rural 
:        laL «on has not heen conceived of as an alternative to urtan factory- 

::iTndustry, and it is the latter that has provided the main impetus to growth. 

(2)  r- --"-»i aii"c»-- "- —-'•" "lthln m"d""-^aätHL 

,..     The historical experience of developing countries has an Important hearing 

„f the choice that these countries „ay maKe regarding the sector, 
on the nature oí the cnoice   mc^ 

industry to be proved.     Except in a handful of relatively advanced 

t / •    industrial development has hitherto concentrated almost 
developing countries, industrial aev      y -.„-„tries are 
,x,lu.ivelv  on consumer ßood. industries, and producer goods industries ar 

v     lt   ir absence.    Thus the industry of most developing countries 
conspicuous  by their absence. ,, 
,. „..,,. l.Uy . dependent  industry - dependent in the sense that it relies 

tS"'-   tU,U'V ,.      ' fm. rene„a.  mi expansion.    The dependence is even 
cïtcrrifil   ni. urces  Ol   aUppiy   iui   *   « „*„j 

,,   r,   UK  He,ly-,stabHshed industries draw substantially upon ported 
iTeO tel    Vlit.lt:.    Luc    at.no. jr        « " 

raw materials ana components. qtartlne out 
,     +  «.h*vi»7h a readily explainable process.    Starting OUT. •><•      This has <xme about through a reaaixy <=AF 

r  ,     , lnlU.i -uctur.    in which primary production predominates, an    we« 

tll   „.....„,  rcr »„„futures,  principally consumer goods, has heen «et in a 

lu   /v    ,  „I-.. Prc-rti-n * i*~", there has heen a natural tendency to 
,:;,,:,;  ti.   Lustrini development effort into .mport-substituti„B 

'      ,   . . .      industries.    This has especially heen the case «here 

•""""';       ;;.;„,; H„. ,,„,, „,,«,-10.1 * 1«-* restrictions loosed primarily 
""""•' '""1 '  . .    . ,, un..      only in a second sta15e, when the development 

" "" llUiîtrl..s minis ur a heavy demand for imported capital  goods, 

/... 

1\ r   1 ;<\:mc•    "!' 

1       MI.;U;: > r  .• v > df.   i n 
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does the need to conserve foreign exchange begin to lead countries towards the 

establishment oí' capital goods industries.    Even then the limited size of 

domestic markets  in most developing countries may impede the growth of capital 

ßocds sectors. 

21, Import substitution concentrating on consumer goods is apt to meet with 

serif-us difficulties. In the first place, there may be no long-term release 

frcm the balance of payments problem. Imports of machinery for the consumer 

goods sector will continue so long as a domestic machine-making sector is not 

established. The new industries may also rely substantially on imported raw 

materials and components.    In some cases, in fact, the over-ell import-generating 

£      effect may well be as great, even in the long run, as the import-substituting 

effect.    This is particularly apt to happen where Governments seek to encourage 

the production of domestic substitutes by charging low tariffs on imports of 

raw materials, while imports of the finished goods are subject to high duties. 

Import substitution may then lower the price and increase the total demand for 

the product, so that total import requirements may not be reduced significantly. 

Thus, while the structure of imports may change - imports of finished consumer 

goods being progressively replaced by imports of raw materials, components and 

machinery - the pressure on the balance of payments may scarcely be eased. 

22. In the second place, there are very definite limits to the extent to which 

import substitution can pioceed, as will become evident when one considers the 

(^     course it usually takes.   As already noted, under the pressure of balance of 

payments difficulties, frequently created by the process of development, 

Governments tend to impose heavy duties in an effort to restrict the importa 

of commodities regarded as least essential to the economy.    Generally,  the 

resulting high domestic prices of these commodities will make their production 

advantageous from the private point of view.    Yet the establishment of such 

industries may contribute little to over-all economic growth, while scarce 

resources*,  in particular foreign exchange and skilled labour, may be    dissipated 

on products going into luxury consumption.    In other words, the protection of 

the domestic market and the incentive to local production may well be greatest 

where the needs of the economy are least. 

A- 
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hrl   "h 

•5     Tí.«   th.-re are obvtoua dangers ir, .miai tec ranal iy that developing 

-nirtri.-  «ht-uld eon-ntmte on the contar gmd.  inauatriaa, *«d  i«l*»^ «ll th* 

-aching and equipment they require for this purpew.    However, «h<rr« *».tio 

rar-.tr ar-   limited,  development of intuiate Md capital goods  industries «ay 
*      i   ^ «w^att•    notably in th« form of co-ordination of inwatawnt fall l'or regional co-op« rut ion,   novaw^jr  *« 

plan, HCl npaniod bv arrangeant» for spectailxatIon and exchange, 

,»U.    TU*-,- ¡,r*l« «re cornered more fully below.     Even nithin a national 

fra-evor-.  however, » bag Inning ought to tee poaribi«.    »«r* arc cartain 

quantitatively not insignificant type« of «gl^l» production that could readily 

be established m developing cowfcriaa.    Such Industrie would encoura«« th* 

aequi nit ion of thor,   skills that can be ««sloped muy by actual e*p«ri«nee, and 

the development  nf which is an essential part of the industrial growth preces,. 

D.    The Choice of Techniques 

o,      ^ theoretleal literature on the choie, of techniques has been concerned vlth 

whether Sloping counts« should prefer relatively capital-intensIT« or iabour- 

inten.lv. technique, of production in each branch of industry.    Historically 

Bpeaunr,  the proponent* of labour-intanai ve technics were th« earliest in th« 

field, baring their arguant on the relative abundance of labour and scarcity of 

oapitp!   in developing countries    ïfce advocates of mort- capital-intensive 

te,hniou. r have baced their enne gainst thla on th« ^re favourable implications 

for ecow-r-ic growth of theo« techniques « conparad with th* labour-intensive 

alternative. 

26.    There- U little doubt that the issue involved is a very real one and one on 
.„,,„ ~Mi,,i^ »«nlidt «uldanee.    Ih* amount of capital which project planners especially require explicit gww» 

lnvested   '.V ^bodied  in a technique per unit of  labour ««ployed  in operating  it  - 

a c-onvor.i-nt vor ^ definition of capital intena'.ty      may vary widely fro» 

tf.„inillUl    ,,, u-hnlqu.-.     in w-avitv   doth,   for -„n*^-,   there   i- a vid, ran«, of 

..„,.,.,.„,.;,,,-  i<.  chec   fro,,.,   rapine   .Turnia  thr-w   buttle hand   loon,  to th- 

Hut   , .„¡,.  1VlVl,r   ,.„„,.     I- tram-^rt  there in a -IvMc- between trainr,   trucks and 

2 .»„-t-      in  .nr,irr-   betw.-en  vari-u    -inde  :.f  pl-^hr  *nd tracter«.     And theae 

,  v.r   ,   I. Ail       •  fl:-¡ l.V    he   li.Ultipli--1-. 
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?.     The trvhnique to be preferred  in any given case depends partly on ccnnridc 

Tit. ila    and lartly on the ultimate  objectives of policy, which   in turn rest on 

ntri-ocifiûii • value judgements.     It appeare that the degree of capital intensity 

ib  not  <h<   only factor to be considered in the choice 'if techniques.    Any given 

technique  û  associated not only with a particular contribution to employment per 

unit    >f investment in the technique   (the reciprocal of capital  intensity as defined 

%c tvt ) but with a particular contribution to total output and hence a particular 

output per man employed in operating that technique.    Any technique which makes 

a nichor contribution to both total output and output per man is  to be preferred 

ac  being superior,   irrespective of employment per unit of investment or the 

degree of capital  intensity.    Conversely,  the technique which results  in both 

a rnaller total output and output per man is to be dismissed as  being inferior, 

again irrespective of capital intensity. 

r'ß.     Thus a meaningful problem of technological choice arises only when one 

technique yields a lower total output with a higher output per man and a higher 

capital intensity than another.     In this case,  at any given real wage rate,  there 

nr;ay  be a conflicting choice between a relatively capital-intensive technique that 

laaximizec the surplus available for reinvestment  - and hence for accelerating 

growth; and a relatively labour-intensive technique that maximizes current 

employment and output, but generates a smaller surplus and a lower rate of growth. 

\!.     If the objective of policy is to increase employment and output in the short 

run,  the labour-intensive technique  is likely to be preferable.     If, on the other 

hand,   the objective is the greatest long-run growth of output and employment,  then 

the choice nay lie with the capital-intensive technique.    The growth path of output 

over time with a labour-intensive technique, though commencing at a higher level of 

output, will generally be less steep than with a capital-intensive technique. 

Until the paths intersect, the labour-intensive technique will necessarily yield 

the higher aggregate outputs.    But there will always be some period of time 

thereafter when the aggregate output  of the two techniques will have become equal; 

i'r••tn then on the capital-intensive technique will be superior in the sense of 

• ••i educing a larger and increasing volume of output.    The precise  choice depends on 

<1 .    time preference of the community.     Given an arbitrary planning period,  the 

preferred technique becomes that which provides the larger aggregate output over 

tha*,   i er i od. 
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y.      ..p     important a»rT»,*l-n underlying the for-roln« exposition is that of 

,on-1ai,t   -turn,  to  .rale  in production.     In  fact,   of coon.,,  there could «Uno 

b.  di,<nl-M.v or  increasing returno tu scale, which would .ff"*  ihr probi« 

rl- ch,,,, n   particular case,.     For example,   even a theoretically «superior- 

t.chnMu,   -av have to be ruled out  if  It can only  be used above » certain »«le of 

production which would  not be .iu,ttfled by rr*rP.et ens I deration.    T*«B the  rW 

of ,ennin,fui  choice •y be considerably mor, restricted  in practice that» In theory. 

31      A  -1--liar narrowing of the rtnft« of feasible choice toco«» evident when    ^ 

one distiches between basic or "cor," proceda lid "«ciliary or ««llUry 

aotiviti-, such a, materials handling, warehousing  F*c «1»«,  «i«t««ee .hop«, 

etc.    Th- vanpe of alternatives  in the former ny.   for technological r«wM, 

be quite reptricted.     There may,  on the other hand,  M considerably «ore 

flexibility ar regards the latter operations. 
,P.    Tho  nrecedinr. discusión i, based an the assumption of a perfectly .Untie 

-upply of homogeneous  labour at the g:ven real wage rat..    If,  howver,  Uhow  1, 

not hot,v,-neous.  and particular s,illr ar. scarce,  the technique which «xi-lz- 

the rato of «rowth vili tend to be correspondingly more capital-intensiv*-,  «rid 

the technique which maximizes current output may even have to be ruled out 
A    **>„ « in-      Tn other words,  to the extent that partimlar altofether RL  producing a loss,,     in oT.ner w-i i-, 

s;dil\ ar.. ,carce  in developing countries,   there My be a case for m>vim to mor« 

capital   intensive techniques, whatever the criteria employed. 

„      industrial planning also needs tn taae account of tha ris« of mgm owr 

timo.     This furnisher a reason for the adoption of rather «re capital-intensif 

technique in ohnorinr between alternative hinds of durable plant expected tn 

mfllll in operation fer a relatively  long period of tin.,    Per contra in tb. 

contrition phase of a project th, -hoice of technique   I«   U-^  -terUl.     I« tha 

futur-»  life of,   ..ay,   a factory building  it natter,  relatively  little whether  It 

„n-  oonrtructed with more or  leer  e«Pital-intensive méthode. 

,U       Tt   i     also n-c-.-: • ary to tae  account  of th,   faet  that  different t,per  of 

,.pt,,rr,rl ... ,...,v  diff, r-nt  propesiti,,  1, -on,w   out  of  profit,,     labour- intensive 

t;,hni.:,     ,,,   fluently associated v i th   snail-scale  établissent:    -  «fien  fa-ily 

,,,   :„. •  ,,„i   purtnerrhii.c   -   with  a   n-Utiv-ly   U/W  Vr   Verity   t     •• av.   -ut   of 
^    _     .....   i..1.I,.,l,.ridIl„ilv   I   w   '•«it,v...f.r,-vt.h  ..f output.     Thi^u.th.    *1>*«l 
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in the light of the characteristic inrperfection of capital markets in moet 

developing countries, where investment ir, financed largely from savings out  if 

profits.     Imall establishments,   if lees well run, nay also imply a lower 

productivity per man for any given level of techniques.    Thus not only ic the 

surplus available for reinvestment  likely to b¿ larger where capital-intensive 

techniquee are- employed, but the proportion of the available surplus actually 

ploufdieò back into industry may tend to be substantially higher. 

35«    Thi     i    not to oay that the maximization of the reinvested surplus should 

K regarded ac the decisive criterion in all circumstances.    It amy be a matter of 

tfreat urgency to sweep ay large a proportion of the rural population as pcrslble 

into the ft bit of the "advanced" sector, as a way of relieving under-cmployment 

and wretchedly *cv levels of living.    To leave them to wait it out in the 

"subsistence" sector until an "advanced" sector based on capital-intensive 

teehnlquer. catches up with them «Ay well be beyond the capacity of governments to 

accomplish.    It  li   at thlc point that labour-intensive techniques become relevant 

from th    standpoint of generating greater i«œe4iate employaient opportunities, 

albeit at th* eoet of a. diminished surplus ; and the conscious search for Iolanda 

of quae i-modern industry may be undertaken within the subsistence sector itself. 

56.    One f. oc: ibi e compromise between ItEediate employment needs and long-run 

tïrovth potential might be to opt for th? most capital-intensive techniques in the 

i-Api tal tfuodt sector, with the highest growth potential (though there may be 

sub-atantiafly legs scope for technological ehoice in this field as most techniques 

may tend to be relatively capital-Intensive anyway) while preferring relatively 

mors labour-intensive techniques in the consumer goods sector.    "Ale, of course, 

ij not without ite disadvantages on other counts.    Por instance the consumer goods 

produced ray be of inferior quality when compared with those resulting from »ore 

capital-inten. ive techniques;  and certain kinds of heavy industry »ay be ruled out 

for reasons connected with the  limited r4/,e of domestic markets.     There is also 

the problem thdt consumer #>ode that are produced with obsolete or obeoleseent 

technique;: r¡ay  be  leus  readily  saleable  In e.\port markets.     All that can be said 

at  thi-   very geoeral  iyvel of discussion io that no universal formula for 

t» 'In..iloeical cholee   eftii be prescribed, and that the competing alternatives need 

te It« carefully examined in each particular case. 

/... 
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E.      The Institutional Frame"•-* of Plan Implementation 

37      The final issue - the question of the relative proportions of the private 

and public sectors - essentially belongs,  so far as it is an economic issue,  to 

the ream of plan implementation.    Once a country has settled for itself the 

broad strategy of industrial development that it intends to follow, and has 

detenni* u the priorities of its various economic and social objectives,  the 

government ha, at its disposal a variety of direct and indirect means for 

promotinc the achievement of the industrial goals desired.    Where principal 

reliance is placed on private initiative,  chief importance attaches to the 

expectation* of entrepreneurs reßarding long-term prospects for economic growth 

in the country concerned.     The task of the authorities may be of two Rinds.     They 

may in the first place assist in creating those expectations among entrepreneurs 

which will -nsure that investment will reach the rate determined in the plan and 

that it will be channelled in the directions considered desirable from the point 

of view of the economy as a whole,  that is in accordance with the priorities laid 

down in tn,  plan.     In the  event that private entrepreneurial action fall, short of 

what is d.sirel, the question arise* of extending the spnere of direct public 

activity. 
33.    Many r, >vernments use the traditional policy measures of a fiscal,   iinincial 

and monetary nature to encourage entrepreneurial activity in industry.    The 

»ucees- of a country in creating conditions favourable to industrial grovth may, 

however,  depend on factors quite outside the field of industrial incentives, 

narrowly considered.    Guch factors tray range from the  vigour with which the 

reorrani •alien and moderni-at ioti of the rural economy are undertaken to the 

t.nVrUv.n,-.;    of generaL government policies in mobilizing physical and financial 

", :;t..ul,.i;-   ,v,r development and in creating  confidence in the economic  future of 

t.h..- country.     In the absence of such a favourable framework  for Industrial 

d(Vt u.^.nt.   particular   incentives „ay  entirely  fail  in tirar objectives. 

,,  .     :,,,,. u, re th.   .'enera!   environment  for Industrial growth  is favourable, 

^"   hl',.:,;lllll    utJ,irtainty  oxist,   Hoarding the  rxU-nt to which the traditional 

:... ,„, ¡.,.     ¡tv  f.   -rivet ivo  in acM-lerating tho advance of industry.     This   is 

>,.  .:,-.       ,o  tiLM-ougiv-Mn.    aose;.sr, ntr  of comparativa experience  in this  field have 

% 
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have yet been made.    It is frequently assumed both by governments and by their 

advisors that tax holidays,  liberal credit policies and lew interest rates, 

preferential exchange rates for certain purposes and other forms of fiscal, 

monetary and financial incentives provide an important inducement to enterprise, 

whether domestic or foreign.    On the other hand,  it has been suggested that in 

many cacee such devices as tax holidays have merely deprived governments of 

revenue from enterprises that would have been set up in any event,  because of the 

underlying profitability of the business operation in question.    While the efficacy 

of incentive measures is not to be belittled in certain circumstances, much more 

evidence and empirical analysis are needed of the extent to which governments 

W    ought to rely on them in their development efforts. 

^0.     It ic sometimes not sufficiently realized that even indirect policy measures 

actually amount to the subsidization of certain economic undertakings in preference 

to others.    Where the industrial sector is not large,  indirect measures of policy 

may in fact be tantamount to the direct favouring of specific enterprises.     If 

this were understood clearly it might often be found preferable to provide for 

such direct support in a manner lending itself to proper quantitative evaluation 

instead of adopting measures the direct cost of which is difficult to estitrate and 

the indirect effects of which can hardly be ascertained.    All indirect measures of 

support should, wherever possible, be of such a form as to lend themselves to 

modification and termination when the need arises.    Where direct contributions or 

*-     subsidien by governments are contemplated,  it is important to establish not merely 

whether the enterprise concerned can ultimately be expected to become viable 

without continued assistance, but also whether the funds involved could not be 

expanded to better effect in some other way.    This requirement brings out clearly 

the dangers inherent in indirect forms of support;  for in these cases,  it is very 

difficult to estimate the cost of resources for which alternative uses could have 

been found. 

H.    There is always the danger, moreover,  that injudicious use of particular 

incentives iray undermine the integrity of the tax system and the consistency of 

the fiscal and monetary system; the government may be deprived of revenue which 

could otherwise have been applied for development purposes;  vested interests may 

/... 
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.ecome entrenched and may see* to uphold such concessions beyond the li.it* of 

their usefulness in point of ti« or area of applicability; and a distortion of 

income distribution may arise to the detriment of long-run development. While 

fiscal incentives are useful and necessary in their proper field, their pros and 

cons have to he weighed with somewhat greater care than is often the case, 

te. Similar considerations apply to the use of special incentives to attract 

foreign investment. It has been observed, for example, that the bulR of priva e 

foreiPn capital flowing to Latin America has been absorbed by Argentina, Bra.il 

and Venezuela, even though these are not the countries that have done the most to 

create the sort of climate that is favourable to foreign investment, xf these 

conditions are defined in the narrow sense, fee important thing seems to have 

been that these were the countries that appeared to offer the best long-run 

&Wall"rovth possibilities, and this factor was decisive despite the existence 

of considerable uncertainties in some respects although, of course, serious danger 

of expropriation or of indefinite interruption of transfers of profits and 

dividends would certainly create a strong discouragement. 

U5. There is a wide diversity of principle and practice among developing countries 

regarding the boundaries between the public and private sectors.  It has 

traditionally been assumed that the state should be responsible mainly for infra- 

structure activity, leaving the bulk of productive and profitable activity to 

private entrepreneur. A number of developing countries have moved beyond this 

concept. Many of them have given an exclusive franchise over substantial areas of 

heavy industry to the public sector. The rationale here is only a little removed 

from" that of the traditional position. For profit prospects in some of these areas 

tnay not be mediately attractive to private enterprise, while their present 

development may be essential for the long-term growth of the economy. The question 

has also been raised, however, whether the public and private sectors should 

compete in currently profitable areas of economic activity.  On the one hand it has 

been heLì that the public and private sectors should be complementary rather than 

compem:ve, so that scarce resources coula be conserved. On the other hand, state 

p.ir,iCM,tL,n in certain types cf uanufacturine production may be a useful check on 

\v « * v,l,Prent oí' private monopolies, which might initially arise in xany small 

/,Vlio,ún,',ountrieC. Moreover, the Pe,forn*nce o: public enterprise could serve 

v a rui.:.: to profitability and taxable capacities in the private sector. 
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kk.    A number of countries go still further In considerirm tha.% inibii    «nterpris* 

is, as a satter of political, economic and social policy    to be pr«fc*r,#»d ta 

private enterprise, at any rate in certain key sectors of the economy.    The basic 

issues here go beyond the purely economic sphere and as   uch do not call for 

comment in the present context.    At the sane time, it vili be apparent that public 

enterprise should, no less than private enterprise, be judged in tenne of the 

fundamental criteria of profitability, broadly interpretad to Include dynamic M 

veil as static considerations, vleved la tarnt of the development of the 

a« a whole. 

\i Va? 

t 0 
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III.     IOTISHIATIüíIHL ACTION 

*5.    International action In the  fieli cl  industrial develop ^y take the f«. 

of regioni co.op-.tlon -ooß Sloping coltri,   twelves and of ccoperatloa 

between developing and developed countries. 

A.      co-operation betwen developing countries 

Ut,    As already noted, the  «U  si*e of dottle ^ In developing countries 

sets fairly rigid Halt, both to the extent to «faich Industrialisation based oa 

ifflport substitution can usefully proceed, and alto to the creation of viable 

doaeatic capital good, industries, providing a vay out of this itnpa.se. 

W.    m overcoming the- difficulties so«* of the newer developing countries «y 

be able tr pre fit fro,, the experience of the pioneers.     Where past industrial 

devant ha. proceeded through a process of import   sub^ion behind excessive 

protective barriera and has thereby eatatlished for itself a high level of coste, 

breaking out of the confine,  of the  donatio «rket becunea correspondingly 

difficult.    In Latin African countries,   for e»*!.,  «here industrial development 

h., P„n    ecewhat further,   on the average, than in Africa or Asia, the development 

of indusxry within the watertight compartment, created by hi* national 

protectionism ha,   given rise to serious problems of industrial stc.gP.tlo» ond 

decay in certain actors.     This experience should prompt a recon ideration of 

..„-irli development policies co as to take into account   not only the domestic, 

nut ai  o th. external market, and especially the «rh^8 available in neighbouring 

countries.     What is needed is to promote regional . pedali »ti on and exchange with 

a view t<   re lizing the economi., of scale not available to «11 developing 

countrl- s acting independently of one another. 

U8.    At «ne time there was considerable sceptic! m about   the establishment of 

custom union:   lJr  Ire,   trade areas among the developing countries tec use it wa. 

relieved  that  ,ince  tue economies of the.   .curarle, were complementary rather 

,nan  eo^titiv,,    üacriuánatiun at;ttin,t the out.ide world *ould be „ore  llkelv 

,„  ,.   ull   in  trade  diversion rather  tnan trade expansion.     Further e .perlene, and 

.xaminnti.n  ,f t,,o  pr-t W„  .-ever,   have jested  that the mo,! Important 

m(„,   (1   ttieer.,,.ic   h.urr  tl.,n  of a * r< up < f  count, i ,-B may be the dynamic 

lt.   -   ti„    i.-iK.t   on  n.w  investment   B„d the rate of  «rowtn.    It  i    Sieved  that 
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the pruspeet of accesa to region-wide markets would induce entrepreneurs to invest 

in substantial new enterprises which they would not have regarded as feasible 

within the narrower confines of national markets.    At the same time, industries 

now operating at less than their optiamo rates of utilization would be able to 

expand their output and thus reduce their costs in providing for the needs of 

| broader markets, and opportunities for specialisation between firms in the same 

I industry would also be enhanced within the context of a multinational market. 

**9.    The effectiveness of regional programmes of economic co-operation may depend 

not only upon measures to reduce mutual trade barriers but also on efforts to 

co-ordinate investment programmes,    unce new industries are established under 

\„        cover of protection, without regard to parallel activities undertaken in 

neighbouring countries,  it becomes difficult subsequently to arrange for the 

opening up of region-wide markets through a reduction in regional tariffs and 

quantitative restrictions.    Exchanges of information on investment plan:, and, 

where possible,  efforts to achieve consistency in such plans, may therefore be 

of considerable importance in any programme of regional integration. 

50, It may also be important to seek the agreement of the members of an economic 

grouping on a distribution of industry policy.    In view of the well-known tendency 

for new Industry to gravitate to the well-established production centres, the 

less developed countries in a grouping may tend to get less than their fair share 

of the industrial benefits of integration.    If some means were not found of 

maintaining a reasonable balance of growth opportunities as between the various 

member countries,   some of them would begin to question the usefulness of the 

integration programme in their own national context.    It ic for this reason that 

joint action may be needed to draw up and implement a distribution of industry 

policy providing for satisfactory avenues of growth for each country in a grouping. 

51. While the long-run effect;, of regional economic co-operation among developing 

countries may be profound, the contribution of such co-operation to the solution 

of immediate problems may be more limited.    These problems result from the fact 

that the expansion of exports of primary products has been too slow to permit 

developing countries to finance from the proceeds of those exports their 

requirements for imports of raw materials,  intermediate goods and manufactures 

necessary for tfcu ir development.    With few exceptions, the growth of demand for 
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primary product» has bean sluggish, since demand for most of these «-oditi.. 1. 

feC unresponsive to increase» in income in the major markets.    At    he same 

lit-ire are factors that, «nies» offset,  tend to bring about secular declines 

^ui„ rPlativelY to finished manufactures. in the nrices of primary commodities reiativexy 

I a ional action is needed not aerei, to deai vit. problem, <**-»£? 

trade but also to provide an additional source of export earning» for developing 

rie» through expanded .port» of manufactures to the *~ ^ '^ 
,nn nt eiCDOrt earnings would enable the developing countries to buy 

Such an expansion o i  exporx eaiuiuB° 
capital goods and machinery which they must have for economic develop       An 

expanln of the trade of developing countrie» with one another cannot provide 

el, in advance of industrial development itself, with goods of this kind.    C• 

of te ,ain problem of industrial development consists precisely in   he f. t that 

te d velopi g countries at their present stage of industrialisation W « 

a at» t   p oduce cupital good» on a scale commensurate with their   evelopment 

Zireents     Greater economic co-operation and trade among the develop ng 

require«» olution for the problem of their dependence on 
countries is thus only a partial -olution lor . 

imports from developed countries.   There is today only lifted scope    '«for 

triangular trade flows by which one developing country could cover a trade deficit 

I   I 1 developed countrie:  through a surplus with other developing countries 

„„ich enjoy a trade surplus with the developed countries.    In any casent is 

course, not possible ror all developing countries taken together to finance 

imports from developed countries in this wry. 
y!.    Moreover, so far as the short run is concerned, the market potential in trade 

among developing countries is only a -11 fraction of the enormous market 

opportunities available in the developed countries, and will remarn r   avely 

limied even if economic co-operation among developing countries and their 

o ic aevelofmen,. proceed much more rapidly than hitherto,    mis may be seen 

L, u,e fact t*,t the consumption of manufactures in all developing countr.es 

i ecuivnlon    to only 10 to 15 per cent of that of the developed countr.es. 

inórele m export, of manufactures tnat would be very large in relate 

„e current l,v,l of expert, ,y deveioping countries, would be extremely small 

, tno con option of «nufactu« b, the developed countries.    A. was 

'" ,    ,.    ecretary-.neral of the United Nations Conference on Trade and 
in an' i <l .-u< 

/... 
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Development in his report to the Conference, the increase in exports nf 

manufactures from developing countries that would be necessary even if one were 

to assume that half of the trade gap of the developing countries in I970 would be 

filled by such exports, would represent only some k  to 5 per cent of the total 

increment in the consumption of manufactures of the developed countries from 1961 

to 1970. 

B.  Co-Operation between developing and developed countries 

53» It follows from the preceding discussion that economic co-operation and 

integration among developing countries cannot be regarded as an alternative to 

widening the access of the developing counties to the markets of the more 

advanced parts of the world, either from the standpoint of quantitative effects 

or from the point of view of the qualitative role fulfilled in the process of 

development by an increased exchange of goods with the developed countries. In a 

sense it may be said that such integration, where it can be achieved, may itself 

be an important means for increasing the obtainable productivity levels, and thus 

the export capacity of the developing countries and may thereby increase the flow 

of trade with the advanced countries. 

5b,    It is therefore important for the world community to think in terrri6 of o 

progressively evolving international division of labour in which the developing 

countries will be able to play a growing part in the manufacturing sector. It ha;-, 

long been apparent that the traditional forms of specialization between the 

developed and the developing countries, involving the exchange of rranufactures 

against food and raw materials, have been becoming more ünd more unsuita>ile for 

the needs of a world-wide advance in the level of economic development. Indeed, 

the conventional lines of demarcation between primary commodities and menufacturey 

have lost much of their relevance in this traditional division of labour between 

these groups of countries. As agriculture and mining have become increasingly 

industrialized, the former comparative advantage of the developing countries in 

these activities has been eroded. The most highly industrialized economy in the 

world - that of the United States - is also the one in which -jgriculture has 

undergone the most sweeping technological revolution; and it may well be that the 

United States has a comparative advantage in the production of food telative te 
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,.ny sloping counts    Si*l« -1*^ ** shifted the o* 

preference of the primary as corred with secondary sector., when looked   t 

L standpoint of the developin« counts and -ir need to « ^ 

Certain types of primary production have emerge, as relatively ^J«•* 
Certain    yp avantage as they were believed to 
and may thus no longer hold out tne mmm: —e. 

,    4      „„.„tri«     ExDcrience in a nuatoer of have had in the past for the developing countries.    Experten 
.   n    •    •*.• the sains in productivity which can be achieved countries seems to indicate that the gains in v•» , 

• * frturin« sector aay be greater than thoae which can b* bv expanding the mnufacturing sector n»y ^ is 
by expana    b Driwirv products,    fro« a dynamic point 
obtained by increasing the output of primary proau 

« vie«, «*«*«, * *-i«**—-* *- • -*- TJ: i«. 
advantaee at least in certain «-ors of ^facturir« .ct »ity.     *»«— 

to be needed i. . new "vision of labour in *lch certain type, of prl-ry 

products and manufacture, would be produced to the a*—* advance b, «t. 

I triall, developed countrl«., while a «rovine role In tbe production 
industrially „»„„facture*, would be fulfilled by the let. 
types of .jocds, whether primary or manufactured, wcu „,.„,. 
developed countries.    It 1. reasonable to — that « of tbe « "U.rl. 

for tbi» division of labour would be not only natural endc^ot, but   to an 

increa.ln, extent, the level of technology and .K1U. available and the rat. 

uMch thev can be increased. 
which tney can ,,,..„ „, thl. .ort are to develop Moothly, 
w.   But if new for.« of specialitatlon of thl. lort are ^ 

H is obviously necessary that they shcuid be foreseen and boat appropr   U 

adaptations should be -de by both developed and develop!** coun rie. .11*. 

Tbe latter,  for their part, would have to be ready to t.Re advantage of no» 
*      * »fin,,f»ftures'    It would be necessary to study market opportunities for exporte of manufactures. 

the experience of countries that have already had some success in prating 
the experience o ^t^ular situations of individu 
such exports, and adapt that experience v- 
countries,    »bo« au, usures .cul. have  to be devised in coun rie        Ich r.1, 

privarli, on ,,••«•* initiative to overeo»-  the  reluctance of individua 

lr,,r/„cur„ „   ..«. the  ri.Ks of Prcduoin, a reiativeiy hi,* >— 

„a-ir output  for »„„.ni to for,-iBn «r*.f.     On the other hand,   the i„du.t lally 

Llrfnmtri, -H inecasincl, have U, accept the idea that progre..iv. 

-hift,   in the   .tructur,   <>'  international  trade are becomln« necessary a. 

;,lWñt,.t„l   .,,• l.vf i.' «.i-lUted V, U.e develop^ ccuntrle..    For so« 
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considerable time, as the less developed countries advance up the seule of the 

industrial arts, the more highly developed countries would remain ahead, seeking 

always to trade the products of their more advanced skills and techniques against 

the simpler ones embodied in manufactures produced by the developing countries. 

The long-run objective would,  of ccurBe, be the ultimate disappearance of the 

gap in technological levels and incomes between developed and developing countries 

56.    As the achievement of that objective is approached, the flows of trade 

between different parts of the world will increasingly be based  - as is, in fact, 

already the case in trade among developed countries - upon specialization and 

competitive exchange among broadly similar industrial structures rather than 

upon exchanges of a complementary nature. 

C.      The transition difficulties and the adjustments required 

57»    Tb« adaptation may involve short-term difficulties for a few domestic 

industries in the developed countries, and time and patient effort may be 

required to permit the necessary adjustments to take place.    Assistance from 

Governments may also be needed to facilitate the transition in order that 

capital may be redeployed and labour retrained.     But from the long-term 

viewpoint, such a dynamic adaptation is as much in the interests of the developed 

as of the developing countries.    Experience shows that the export industries in 

the developed countries are generally those which progress fastest and pay th° 

highest wages.    In the United States, for example, it has been shown that the 

average hourly wage paid in ten leading export industries in 1958 was $2.1+3, 

while in the ten industries where the volume of imports wa6 greatest, it 
kl was $1.87.-/    It would therefore be advantageous  for the United States, as well 

as for other Industrial countries, to encourage a larger flow of imports of 

manufactures from developing countries in the knowledge that the latter countries 

would use their earnings to buy additional products of the export industriel  of 

the industrial countries. 

kj     D.D. Humphrey - The United States and the Common Market (New York) I962, 
page 127. 

A- 
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^ .    It is frequently taken for granted In the developed countries that the  low 

vages paid in developing countries give them a decisive advantage in the labour 

intensive industries.    The case of textiles, where the combination of cheap  labour 

and modern methods appears to have given certain of the developing countries  a 

very strong competitive position,   is assumed to be typical of a large sector of 

manufacturing activity.    This example is, however, far fro» typical.    The general 

rule  is,   in fact, precisely the opposite  - namely, that the advantage of  ch*ap 

labeur,  if that is the factor upon which the industry relies, is auch aore than 

offset by low productivity or by the tendency for other costs to be considerably 

higher in under-developed than in developed countries.    The very fact that «age. 

are high in developed countries and low in developing countries is itself a 

reflection of the superior productivity characteristics of the former countries. 

59. Far from posinR a competitive threat to *.* industrial countries, procer. 

in developing countries usually find themselvr, at a cost disadvantage and it is 

this  fact that irovides the rationale for in'ant industry protection in the 

latter countries. 
60. For most manufacturing industries,  it is probably true to say that even 

under conditions of completely free access to the ^rkets of the developed 

countries,   the producers in developing countries will find themselves at a 

competitive disadvantage for seme time to ecme.    If these disadvantages are 

compounded by trade barriers of various kinds, the obstacles to such exports 

may become  insuperable. 
61. The high level of industrial costs which is typical of aost developing 

countries a] so creates severe problems  in the determination of an exchanga rate 

which will  equilibrate foreign trade without deterring the expansion of 

manufacture! exports.    It has to be- borne in mind that the exchange rate of the 

typical  developing cuntry necessarily reflects the level of money costs  of 

.reduction in tbr   , rirnary sectors of the economy and not in the manufacturing 

sector:     for „, ;0n,   at, prinary  products provide much the greater part of  total 

exports and no  lo,,; ac the bulk  of ,ueh pmlu-ts is  Intended for exports   rather 

than for hone -, ration,  competition will ensure tnat at any given  rate  of 

exchange,   the   ,      . ^st* uf I rirmry ¡reducto  in terms of domestic currency will 

,irn,;¡,,rKí  lairl,    •icse.l.v te  the   local  currency equivalent of the prices   ruling 
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in the world market.    The exchange rate so established will generally overvalue 

the  currency with respect to manufactured products, whether intended for the 

domestic market or for exports. 

62.     This is the basic justification of the now universally accepted principle 

that an under-developed  country needs to protect its manufacturing activities 

from foreign competition by restricting imports  in some way.    Unless the 

difference between money  cobts and opportunity coatti in natmuacturing are 

equalized by tariffs or subsidies,  it is  impossible to secure the best allocation 

of resources, either from the point of view of a particular country or of the 

world as a whole. 

6%    It is less generally recognized that this   jap between money costs and 

opportunity costs creates  a problem not only as regards competition in the 

domestic market, but also  in the field of competition in foreign markets.    A 

rate  of exchange that would make it possible for a developing country to gain 

export markets for manufactures would considerably undervalue the currency in 

terms of the primary commodities that form the great bulk of its exports.     If 

such a rate were adopted,   the rise in export proceeds, in terms of the domestic 

currency, would generate an inflation of domestic costs and prices that would 

neutralize the initially beneficial effect.-, of the exchange rate on the 

profitability of exports  of manufactures. 

6k,     It is thus seen that the infant industry problem long recognized as far 

as  import substituting industries are concerned, presents itself in a similar 

forts in connexion with export industries.    The difficulty here, however,   is that 

while the use of tariffs and other devices for the protection of domestic 

industries has gained wide acceptance, equivalent measures for the protection of 

infant export industries are much more controversial.    Part of the solution to 

this problem is being sought through the request that the developed countries 

grant preferences to imports of manufactures froai developing countries.    While 

helpful, such preferences  could only equalize the opportunities available to 

manufacturers in the developing countries and those in the developed countries 

granting the preferences.     It could not fully make up for the disadvantages that 

result from the under-development of industry.    For the latter purpose,  special 

aid to developing countries will be needed to make their industries viable, and 
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In the short run,  other devices s»y have to be explored, possibly including 

epeciai  subsidies to export industries. 
OS.    V.hilf  the inward-looking character of industry in tmny developing countries 

has been encouragea by the obstacles encountered in external markets, efforts 

to remove auch obstacles should go hand in nani with a redistribution of easphwis 

between irrori substitution and export promotion.    Not only may an industry that 

bvjtfna by producing for the local market branch out into external markets as 

soon ac it haa gained the necessary experience and has taken the trouble to sake 

foreign intacts, tut  the course of industrial develotEcnt can alno be set in 

such a way as to provide sufficient incentives for entrepreneurs to venture into 

«- xport markets'; . 
. f>.    ;',inee the developing countries can never become self-supporting at a high 

rate of trr.-vth if they do not create new capacities for the export of manufactures, 

technical assistance and economic aid should be directed in a more conscious 

manner towards  this objective.    The question has been raised whether sufficient 

eraf.hanis has been ¡*iven te industriai development in the context of existing 

aid programes.    ' n the other hand,  it hm: been sußgested that there are fewer 

auitable industrial projects available than there are national and international 

resources tc  finance them, and that in the technical assistance field likewise 

Governments have been slow in evaluating their own needs.     There is no doubt a 

,uvat leal of truth in both contentions,  ana a new mementua is needed in assisting 

developing countries tc determine where their best industrial opportunities lie, 

to mobilize the capitel and skills required for taking advantage of those 

opportunità,  nuú to prepare projects that would attract the necessary financing. 

/... 
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IV.    CONCLUSION 

67.    This paper has ranged over a fairly wide territory and has sought to focus 

attentipn only on some of the problems and issues that have to be faced if 

industrialization is to be accorded the kind of priority that is now universally 

agreed upon. 

•18.    Perhaps the major conclusion that emerges frcm this survey is the vital 

need for a reconsideration in depth of the industrial division of labour between 

developed and developing countries.    Familiar controversies thrown up by the 

traditional division of labour have lost seme of their sharpness in the light 

of the discussion of recent years.    As issues have gradually been clarified, it 

has become increasingly apparent that what were previously diverging points of 

view have come together on much more ccmraon ground than niight have hitherto 

seemed possible.    This is particularly true of the controversies regarding the 

relative roles of industry and agriculture, of modern and traditional industry, 

of capital goods and consumer goods, of capital-intensive and labour-intensive 

techniques. This is not, of course, to suggest that all controversy has been 

resolved.    But sufficient headway has been made to bring about universal agreement 

that national and international policies should be directed towards 

"... a modified international division of labour, which is more rational 
and equitable and is accompanied by the necessary adjustments in world 
production and trade."  5/ 

69.    The work that lies ahead in achieving this objective will involve both the 

identification of the best approaches to industrial development in the 

developing countries and concerted planning for consequential adjustments in 

developed and developing countries alike.    In this field national and international 

action are equally essential and mutually supporting.    Industrial growth in the 

developing countries can be stepped up only if these countries plan for the best 

use of their resources in the light of available markets - national, regional and 

world-wide.    And a new division of labour can be achieved with a minimum of 

dislocation only if the world cemmunity as a whole takes deliberate steps to 

facilitate adjustment, thereby creating conditions for a general advance in living 

standards in developed as well as in developing countries. 

5/      Proceedings of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Vol. I, 
Final Act, paragraph 5. 






